Abstract. Protein-protein interactions (PPIs) are one of the most important mechanisms in cellular processes. To model protein interaction sites, recent studies have suggested to find interacting protein group pairs from large PPI networks at the first step, and then to search conserved motifs within the protein groups to form interacting motif pairs. To consider noise effect and incompleteness of biological data, we propose to use quasi-bicliques for finding interacting protein group pairs. We investigate two new problems which arise from finding interacting protein group pairs: the maximum vertex quasi-biclique problem and the maximum balanced quasi-biclique problem. We prove that both problems are NP-hard. This is a surprising result as the widely known maximum vertex biclique problem is polynomial time solvable [16] . We then propose a heuristic algorithm which uses the greedy method to find the quasi-bicliques from PPI networks. Our experiment results on real data show that this algorithm has a better performance than a benchmark algorithm for identifying highly matched BLOCKS and PRINTS motifs.
Introduction
Proteins with interactions carry out most biological functions within living cells such as gene expression, enzymatic reactions, signal transduction, inter-cellular communications and immunoreactions. As the interactions are mediated by short sequence of residues among the long stretches of interacting sequences, these interacting residues or called interaction (binding) sites are at the central spot of proteome research. Although many imaging wet-lab techniques like X-ray crystallography, nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, electron microscopy and mass spectrometry have been developed to determine protein interaction sites, the solved amount of protein interaction sites constitute only a tiny proportion among the whole population due to high cost and low throughput. Computational methods are still considered as the major approaches for the deep understanding of protein binding sites, especially for their subtle 3-dimensional structure properties that are not accessible by experimental methods.
The classical graph concept-maximal biclique subgraph (also known as maximal complete bipartite subgraph)-has been emerged recently for bioinformatics research closely related to topological structures of protein interaction networks and biomolecular binding sites. For example, Thomas et al. introduced complementary domains in [15] , and they showed that the complementary domains can form near complete bipartite subgraphs in PPI networks. Morrison et al. proposed a lock-and-key model which is also based on the concept of maximal complete bipartite subgraphs [11] . Very recently, Andreopoulos et al. used clusters in PPI networks for identifying locally significant protein mediators [1] . Their idea is to cluster common-friend proteins, which are in fact completebipartite proteins, based on their similarity to their direct neighborhoods in PPI networks. Other computational methods studying bipartite structures of PPI networks focused on protein function prediction [4, 8] .
To identify motif pairs at protein interaction sites, Li et al. introduced a novel method with the core idea related to the concept of complete bipartite subgraphs from PPI networks [10] . The first step of the algorithm [10] finds large subnetworks with all-versus-all interactions (complete bipartite subgraphs) between a pair of protein groups. As the proteins within these protein groups have similar protein interactions and may share the same interaction sites, the second step of Li's algorithm is to compute conserved motifs (possible interaction sites) by multiple sequence alignments within each protein group. Thus, those conserved motifs can be paired with motifs identified from other protein groups to model protein interaction sites. One of the novel aspects of the algorithm [10] is that it combines two types of data: the PPI data and the associated sequence data for modeling binding motif pairs.
Each protein in the above PPI networks is represented by a vertex and every interaction between two proteins is represented by an edge. Discovering complete bipartite subgraphs in PPI networks can thus be formulated as the following biclique problem: Given a graph, the biclique problem is to find a subgraph which is bipartite and complete. The objective is to maximize the number of vertices or edges in the bipartite complete subgraph. We note that the maximum vertex biclique problem is polynomial time solvable [16] . This problem is also equivalent to the maximum independent set problem on bipartite graphs which is known to be solvable by a minimum cut algorithm. However, the maximum vertex balanced biclique problem is NP-hard [6] . The maximum edge biclique problem is proved to be NP-hard as well [12] .
In this paper, we consider incompleteness of biological data, as the interaction data of PPI networks is usually not fully available. On the other hand, within an interacting protein group pair, some proteins in one group may only interact with a proportion of the proteins in the other group. Therefore, many subgraphs formed by interacting protein group pairs are not perfect bicliques-They are more often near complete bipartite subgraphs. Therefore, methods of finding bicliques may miss many useful interacting protein group pairs. To deal with this problem, we use quasi-bicliques instead of bicliques to find interacting protein group pairs. With the quasi-biclique, even though some interactions are missing in a protein interaction subnetwork, we can still find the two interacting protein groups. In this paper, we introduce and investigate two theoretical problems: the maximum vertex quasi-biclique problem and the maximum balanced quasibiclique problem. We show that both problems are NP-hard. We also propose a heuristic algorithm for finding large quasi-bicliques in PPI networks.
Bicliques and Quasi-bicliques
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph, where each vertex represents a protein and there is an edge connecting two vertices if the two proteins have an interaction. It is allowed that an edge (u, v) ∈ E and u = v, which is called a self-loop. Since G is an undirected graph, any edge (u, v) ∈ E implies (v, u) ∈ E. For a selected edge (u, v) in G, in order to find the two groups of proteins having the similar pairs of binding sites, we translate the graph
For a vertex w ∈ Y 2 , w is incident to both u and v in G, so both X and Y 2 contain w. We remain w in X and replace w in Y 2 with a new virtual vertex w. After replacing all vertices w in Y 2 with w, we get a new vertex set
In this way, we have a bipartite graph G = (X ∪ Y, E). A biclique in G corresponds to two subsets of vertices, say, subset A and subset B, in G. In G, every vertex in A is adjacent to all the vertices in B, and every vertex in B is adjacent to all the vertices in A. Moreover, A ∩ B may not be empty. In this case, for any vertex w ∈ A ∩ B, (w, w) ∈ E. This is the case, where the protein has self-loops. Self-loops are very common in practice. When self-loop appears, the protein contains two complementary motifs simultaneously.
In the following, we focus on the bipartite graph G = (X ∪ Y, E). For a vertex x ∈ X and a vertex set Y ⊆ Y , the degree of x in Y is the number of vertices in Y that are adjacent to x, denoted by d(x, Y ) = |{y|y ∈ Y and (x, y) ∈ E}|. Similarly, for a vertex y ∈ Y and X ⊆ X, we use d(y, X ) to denote |{x|x ∈ X (x, y) ∈ E}|. Now, we are ready to define the δ-quasi-biclique.
Definition 1. For a bipartite graph G = (X ∪Y, E) and a parameter
Similarly, a δ-quasi-biclique in G corresponds to two subsets of vertices, say, subset A and subset B, in G. In G, every vertex in A is adjacent to at least (1 − δ)|B| vertices in B, and every vertex in B is adjacent to at least (1 − δ)|A| vertices in A. Moreover, according to the translation and the definition, A ∩ B may not be empty. Again, if a protein appears in both sides of a δ-quasi-biclique and there is an edge between the two corresponding vertices, the protein contains two complementary motifs simultaneously. In our experiments, we observe that about 22% of the δ-quasi-bicliques produced by our program contain self-loop proteins.
In many applications, due to various reasons, some edges in a biclique may missing and a biclique becomes a quasi-biclique. Thus, finding quasi-bicliques is more important in practice. The following theorem shows that large quasibicliques may not contain any large bicliques.
where for each pair of vertices x ∈ X and y ∈ Y , (x, y) is chosen, randomly and independently, to be an edge in E with probability 2 3 . When n → ∞, with high probability, G is a In the biological context, Theorem 1 indicates that some large interacting protein groups cannot be obtained simply by finding a maximal biclique. As large interacting protein groups are more useful, according to this theorem, we have to develop new computational algorithms to extract from PPI networks large interacting protein groups which form quasi-bicliques.
NP-Hardness
In this section, we study the following two problems: the maximum vertex quasibiclique problem and the maximum balanced quasi-biclique problem.
The Maximum Vertex Quasi-biclique Problem
The maximum vertex quasi-biclique problem is defined as follows.
Definition 2. Given a bipartite graph
G = (X ∪ Y, E) and 0 < δ ≤ 1 2 ,
the maximum vertex δ-quasi-biclique problem is to find X ⊆ X and Y ⊆ Y such that the X ∪ Y induced subgraph is a δ-quasi-biclique and |X | + |Y | is maximized.
The maximum vertex biclique problem, where δ = 0, can be solved in polynomial time [16] . We can prove that the maximum vertex δ-quasi-biclique problem when δ > 0 is NP-hard. The reduction is from X3C (Exact Cover by 3-Sets), which is known to be NP-hard [9] .
Exact Cover by 3-Sets
Instance: A finite set S of 3m elements, and a collection T of n triples (3-element subsets of S). Objective: To determine whether T contains an exact cover of S, i.e. a subcollection T ⊆ T such that every element of S occurs in exactly one triple in T . 
The Balanced Quasi-biclique Problem
A balanced quasi-biclique is a quasi-biclique in which the numbers of the vertices in both groups are similar. The maximum balanced quasi-biclique problem is defined as follows: We can also prove that the maximum balanced quasi-biclique problem is NPhard. 
The Heuristic Algorithm
In practice, we need to find large quasi-bicliques in PPI networks. Here, we propose a heuristic algorithm to find large quasi-bicliques. Consider a PPI network G = (V, E). Our heuristic algorithm has two steps. First, we construct the bipartite graph based on a pair of interacting proteins (u, v). Using the method described at the beginning of Section 2, we can get a bipartite graph G = (X ∪ Y, E) from G = (V, E) and an edge (u, v) .
In the algorithm, we have two parameters δ and τ , which control the quality and sizes of the quasi-bicliques. We can use a greedy method to get the seeds for finding large quasi-bicliques in G. At the beginning, we set X = φ and Y = Y . In each step, we find a vertex with the maximum degree in X − X . The vertex is added into the biclique vertex set X , and we eliminate all vertices y in Y such that d(y, X ) < (1 − δ)|X |. We will continue this process until the size of Y is less than τ . At each step, we get a seed for finding large quasi-bicliques. The seeds may miss some possible vertices in the quasi-bicliques. We can extend the seeds to find larger quasi-bicliques. Let X = X and Y = Y be a pair of seed vertex sets. In the first step, we can find a vertex x in X − X with the largest degree
we add the vertex x to X . In the second step, we can find a vertex
we add the vertex y to Y . We repeat the above two steps until no vertex can be added. The whole algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 . We can also exchange the two vertex sets X and Y to find more quasi-bicliques using the algorithm.
Let n be the number of vertices in the bipartite graph G. In the greedy algorithm, the time complexity of Step 3 − 5 and Step 10 is O(n), and the time complexity of Step 6 − 9 is O(n 2 ). So the time complexity of Step 3 − 10 is O(n 2 ).
Step 3 − 10 is repeated O(n) times. Therefore, the time complexity of the whole algorithm is O(n 3 ). To speed up the algorithm, we can do multiple vertex Find the vertex x ∈ X − X with the maximum degree
until no vertex is added in the step 7 and 8.
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Experiments
We implemented the heuristic algorithm in JAVA. The software is called PPIExtend. As shown in the last step of the algorithm, some vertices in X may be adjacent to less than (1 − δ)|Y | vertices in |Y |, but the average degree of the vertices in X is no less than (1 − δ)|Y |. Similarly, some vertices in Y may be adjacent to less than (1 − δ)|X | vertices in |X |, but the average degree of the vertices in Y is no less than (1 − δ)|X |. In our experiments, these quasibicliques are still output to get more useful quasi-bicliques. Our algorithm consists of two steps: (i) find quasi-interacting protein group pairs, then (ii) use the sequence data of these protein groups to find conserved motifs. To evaluate the motif pairs found by our algorithm, we follow the two validation methods in [10] . First, we compare the single motifs with two block databases: BLOCKS [13] and PRINTS [3] . Second, we map our motif pairs into domain-domain interaction pairs in domain-domain interaction database iPfam [5] . We also study the overlapping between the protein group pairs found by PPIExtend and the protein group pairs found by FPClose * in [10] . Two interesting case studies on binding motif pairs are then followed.
Motif Mapping with BLOCKS, PRINTS, and iPfam
The protein interaction data of Saccharomyces cerevisiace (yeast) was downloaded from http://research.i2r.a-star.edu.sg/BindingMotifPairs/resources. The data includes 10640 experimentally determined physical interactions of 4959 proteins in Saccharomyces cerevisiace. We set δ = 0.1 and τ = 5 and α = 5. The greedy algorithm produced 59, 124 interacting protein group pairs. In all the protein group pairs, 13, 266 pairs (about 22%) contain self-loops, and a large number of protein group pairs (about 78%) do not contain self-loops. We then used PROTOMAT [13] to find the conserved motifs within the protein groups, as PROTOMAT is an algorithm that can find the multi-alignment of a group of sequences and can output the conserved motifs. By using the default parameters, PROTOMAT output 220, 393 motifs from our 59, 124 pairs of interacting protein groups.
The LAMA program [13] is a dynamic programming method that can find the optimal local alignment of two blocks where the Z-score is computed to evaluate the alignments. We make use of it to compare the block databases with our motifs. The default threshold of Z-score was used in the experiments. The mappings between the motifs and the two databases are also compared between our method and the FPClose * method [7] that was used in [10] . The comparison results are reported in Table 1 . From this table, we can see that our method has more mappings to BLOCKS and PRINTS than FPClose * does. This indicates that the use of quasi-bicliques is effective to find more number of motif pairs at interaction sites.
The iPfam database is built on top of the Pfam database [14] which stores the information of protein domain-domain interactions. To examine whether our binding motif pairs can match some pairs of interacting domains in iPfam, we map our binding motif pairs through the integrated protein family database InterPro [2] which integrates a number of databases. We first map our motifs to domains in the BLOCKS and PRINTS databases. Then, we map the protein groups in BLOCKS and PRINTS to protein groups in InterPro. Finally, we map the protein groups in InterPro to domains in the Pfam database. In this way, our motif pairs can be well mapped to Pfam domain pairs. In fact, we strictly follow the procedure as suggested in [10] to map motif pairs to domain pairs.
In the experiments, we used Pfam 20.0 and iPfam 20.0. We observed that the motif pairs found by our PPIExtend method can map to 81 distinct domain pairs in iPfam. This is a much bigger number than 18 number of domain pairs that can be mapped from the motif pairs reported in [10] . This significant increase is mainly attributed to the use of quasi-bicliques because using quasi-bicliques can find many interacting protein group pairs with larger sizes. (See Theorem 1.) Although the self-loops is a large portion of the pairs of domain interactions found by our method, we still found many other domain-domain interactions that are not self-loops. We also examined the overlapping between the protein group pairs found by PPIExtend and the protein group pairs found by FPClose * in [10] . The overlapping criteria is that if one protein group pair G 1 contains more than 90% proteins of another protein group pair G 2 , we say that G 1 covers G 2 . We found that only 38 out of the 5, 349 protein group pairs found by FPClose * can not be covered by our protein group pairs. However, there are 38, 305 protein group pairs found by PPIExtend that cannot be covered by any protein group pairs found by FPClose * . This result demonstrates that our method not only can find much more number of bicliques and with larger size, also can find more binding motif pairs than the method presented in [10] .
Case Studies
In this section, we present two binding motif pairs that can be mapped to interacting domain pairs. The first motif pair is derived from a protein group pair in which the left protein group contains 7 proteins and the right protein group contains 10 proteins. There are 66 interactions between the two groups of proteins. Using the hypergeometric probability model, the p-value of the protein group pair is less than 1.57 × 10 Table 2 for more details. Our motif pair can map into the domain pair (PF00672, PF01036) in iPfam. iPfam shows that the HAMP domain interacts with the Bac rhodopsin domain in protein complexes such as lh2s.
The second motif pair is derived from a protein group pair in which the left protein group contains 6 proteins and the right protein group contains 8 proteins. There are 43 interactions between the two groups of proteins. The p-value of the protein group pair is less than 1.09 × 10 −122 . The motif pair can be mapped to the interacting PdxA domain pair (PF04166, PF04166) in iPfam. The domain pair has protein-protein interactions in protein complexes such as 1ps6.
Conclusion and Open Problem
We have proved that both the maximum vertex quasi-biclique problem and the maximum balanced quasi-biclique problem are NP-hard. However, the hardness of the maximum edge quasi-biclique problem is still an open problem. In this paper, we have shown the usefulness of the topology information of PPI networks for modeling the binding motifs at interaction sites. In future work, we will focus on how to integrate other information sources, such as protein functions and gene ontology localization information for identifying possible interaction sites.
